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On this site, you can find the complete menu of Hampers Sandwich Shop from St Edmundsbury. Currently,
there are 5 dishes and drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant
directly. You can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Hampers Sandwich Shop:

what an absolute little jewel of a sandwich shop! had a few baits and roll from here now and that eating is always
super and deli fresh. also the cakes today tried and much to our surprise were fantastic! makes a nice little tasty
bites working from home. read more. The restaurant also offers the possibility to sit outside and have something

in pleasant weather, And into the accessible spaces also come guests with wheelchairs or physiological
disabilities. What padreray doesn't like about Hampers Sandwich Shop:

I stopped in for a sandwich in December and found the shop hard to get into. The road access is from behind via
an industrial estate, and parking is very limited. It was made harder on the day by the shop's own van being
parked on the corner where the road narrows limiting the approach to the 2 or 3 spaces available. Inside the

shop is simple, and while there are a few seats, it is obvious this is a take-away outlet.... read more. The large
diversity of coffee and tea specialties greatly enhances the value of a visit to Hampers Sandwich Shop, there are
also tasty vegetarian menus in the menu. If you decide to come for breakfast, a versatile brunch is ready for you,

For a snack in between, the delicious sandwiches, small salads, and other snacks are suitable.
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Salad�
COLESLAW

10 m�� popular
BAGUETTE

Coffe�
COFFEE

Drink�
DRINKS

Restauran� Categor�
FRENCH

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PANINI

SANDWICH

SALAD

BREAD

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

POTATOES

SEAFOOD

BACON

CORNED BEEF

BEEF

EGGS
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